
Stanford, CA -- Stanford Police are 
reevaluating their squad-car assignments and 
setting up night-time patrols after a pair of  
crimes committed in Escondido Village and 
Rains last week shocked the community.

“To have two bicyclists go through this 
intersection without stopping in one week 
-- it’s just unthinkable,” said frightened 
Escondido Village 8th-year PhD student 
Hung Wang.  The incidents each occurred at 
the intersection of  Campus and Escondido, in 
what was once a quiet, family district.  “Once 

housing, we just knew, ‘there goes the 
neighborhood,’” said Wang.

In response to the incidents, Stanford 
police will be setting up 24-hour stop-sign 
patrols in the area, and erecting high-speed 

Sheriff  Jim Davis assured the community in 
an e-mail to the [ugres_rcfs] list: “We will no 
longer be having our squad cars monitor the 
perimeters of  campus for suspicious activity 
at night. It just doesn’t make sense when 
you’ve got bicyclists running stop signs left and 
right. And without bike lights at that!”  His 
e-mail sparked an outcry, with nearly 200 
concerned undergrads voicing their concerns 
in response.

While the original APB described the 
suspect as “a dark skinned male, possibly Black 
approximately 30 years old and 5’4” tall,” this 
description was changed once Muggsy Bogues’ 
alibi held up.

Police have issued the following information 
about one of  the bicycle assailants, and are 
asking for the community’s help: “The suspect 
had a dark olive skin color -- or possibly burnt 

college-age, wore no helmet, and was wearing 
a Stanford sweatshirt and jeans. Victims in 
the crosswalk say an odor of  Stern dining was 
in the air when he passed by.”  Witnesses are 
urged to call the Bicycle Abatement tipline at 
650-444-4686. (Charnin-Aker)
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Stanford Police Reassess Priorities After Recent Crimes

On Tuesday, SCN announced 
that it would be bringing Indie 
sensation Mmmmphsphlts to 
campus for its one and only 
spring concert. Lead guitarist 

their sound as “Grunge meets folk 
meets disco-slash-surf  rock, plus, 
you know, a lot of  screaming.” 
With narrowly-known hits 
such as “mmaphhhlyyyyyyyn” 
and “plephhhhhhhhhh,” 
Mmmmphsphlts is bound to keep 
out all the sorts of  people who don’t 
belong at SCN concerts.

Said Jon Bitters, director of  
SCN programming: “OK, look. If  
students could be trusted to make 
up their own minds about what 
artists they wanted to see, then they 
wouldn’t pay us so much in special 
fees to make that decision for them, 
right? Ugh, can you imagine it--
Becky buying her own tickets to 

Britney, Jamie getting a pass to see 
Mumford and Sons? Awful.”

mainstream-ish last year at 
Coachella, where they performed 
on Stage N, a little-known venue 

Deth’s pickup truck. Nonetheless, 
of  the ten students on campus who 

have heard of  Mmmmphsphlts, 
eight claim it has sold out.

Indeed, avid concertgoer and 
recreational drug user Jake Delaurel 

wishes SCN had chosen a group 
with a little more authenticity, 
such as “Palalaphalleeentka,” a 
band so obscure it only exists in 
his head. “They almost never fail 
to disappoint,” he said, before 
returning to his conversation with a 
mailbox. “Almost.” (Webb)

Stanford Concert Network Brings Mmmmphsphlts to Campus!

We accept girls with all shades of  blonde hair
To please our national charter, we love doing 
many unique, philanthropic events such as:

Annual Fundraiser for Chronically Shy Girls1. 
Pancake Sundays, where we give away all   2. 

 the pancakes that have too many carbs for us  
 to eat
We sometimes prefer having “girls night” instead 
of  getting really shitfaced
When we get shitfaced, we still look cute
We have a private Marguerite bus that goes 
straight between KA and the hospital
We charge only $399.99 per quarter to let you 
have unlimited alcohol!*
We have classy and fun parties with themes such as 
“Sluts and Hoes” and “Let’s Get Drunk”
We all love each other because we are sisters! 

*While supplies last   (Vassar)

Why YOU Should Join Alpha Phi, 
Stanford’s Newest Sorority!

A few policemen who are out on the lookout for 
bicyclists who are a danger to the campus.

Mmmmphsphlts performing on Stage 
R at local Arizona festival Followia

With narrowly-known hits 
such as “mmaphhhlyyyyyyyn” 

and “plephhhhhhhhhh,” 
Mmmmphsphlts is bound to 
keep out all the sorts of people 

who don’t belong at 
SCN concerts.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

PEVJV FL B RKTNZPVJ MFLVBLV PEBP BDUAKMU HEK HKJXL HFPE RKTNZPVJL XDKHL 

BAKZP. FP’L B IVJU LVJFKZL MFLVBLV BDM FP FDPVJOVJVL RKTNWVPVWU HFPE PEV HKJX. 

PEV PJKZAWV HFPE RKTNZPVJL FL PEBP UKZ NWBU HFPE PEVT! -JFREBJM OVUDTBD

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT V = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THE EGYPTIANS 
CALLED FOR WHEN 
THEIR BUS BROKE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: THIEF, SHADY, RUNNER, DETACH what they 
said about the man who managed the piece of dinnerware HE RAN THE DISH

last week’s answers: JUICE BOX, FOR OLD TIME’S SAKE, CINCINNATI, 
SECOND TO NONE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE HUMAN RACE HAS HAD LONG EXPERIENCE AND A FINE TRADITION IN SURVIVING ADVERSITY. BUT WE NOW 
FACE A TASK FOR WHICH WE HAVE LITTLE EXPERIENCE: THE TASK OF SURVIVING PROSPERITY. -ALAN GREGG

 ADILT

 ROSWN

 FUYFNS

 SORILB

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

96

QUOTE: “How you like ‘dem apples?” -The evil Indian apple eater/sexual assaultist

The percentage of Stanford students whose parents did their tax 
returns for them. This is slightly above 8, the percentage of Stan-
ford students who parents dress them every morning, check their 
problem sets, and send them a bagged lunch via mail (USPS 2 day 

priority, in case you were wondering).

Tomorrow’s 4/20! Today’s 4/19! 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  

talk to someone on the Flipside.


